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Table 1: Instrument Settings

Figure 1: The FROG-4000 was used in the basement of this home to monitor the intrusion of tetrachloroethene vapors. The FROG monitored the
ambient air in the basement for approximately 4
weeks. A correlation of the weather data and Defiant’s data may be viewed at RTI’s website.

Figure 2: The FROG-4000 was used in the basement
of this home to monitor the intrusion of tetrachloroethene vapors. The FROG monitored the ambient air
in the basement for approximately 4 weeks. The
FROG was connected to a laptop computer so that
the user could easily view the most current measurement of the ambient air concentration. Since the
system would be left unattended, it was placed in a
locked cage for the duration of the test.

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Ta (sec)

240

Collect (sec)

30

Tb (sec)

60

Clean (sec)

4

Tc (sec)

30

Pre-Settle (sec)

4

Ct (C)

40

Settle (sec)

2

Ht (C)

100

Fire (sec)

6

The table and the associated
graph show the parameters
used to measure PCE vapors in
ambient air.

Description of the System Used: The FROG-4000™ is a MEMS (micro electromechanical systems) based chemical analysis microsystem developed by Defiant
Technologies. Thanks to small, low power micro-devices, Defiant has constructed
a truly portable gas chromatograph (GC) that weighs less than 5 lbs. When analyzing a sample, each chemical name and concentration can be read directly from
the FROG’s display. Additionally, the FROG-4000™ may be connected to a computer to see a live plot of the chromatogram. Measurements comparable with a
bench top GC system can be obtained with the FROG-4000™ (Figure 2), but instead of waiting for days using an offsite lab, results are available immediately
following its 7 minute operation. This short cycle time enables correlation with
other short cycle time data, for instance wind speed, a feat not possible with
summa canisters. A micro-preconcentrator (PC) coated with a selective sol gel
material collects and concentrates VOCs from the ambient air. The micro-PC has
an integrated heater that enables it to reach 350°C in less than 1 second, which
makes for a good injection into our micro GC column. While most portable GCs
run isothermally, Defiant’s micro GC has an integrated heater so that the GC may
be temperature ramped. This feature greatly diminishes the analysis time for lower-vapor-pressure VOCs. These components combined with a miniature PID are
able to determine VOCs in ambient air at concentrations lower than 0.1 part per
billion.
Test Summary: Defiant Technologies participated in a field test in cooperation
with EPA NERL in Nevada, RTI International, and ARCADIS-US. The test was conducted at a home located in Indianapolis shown in Figure 1. Two systems were
deployed in Indianapolis. One was used to continuously monitor the ambient air
concentration of tetrachloroethene (PCE) in the basement and the second system
was used to monitor PCE vapors in sub-slab ports and obtain measurements of
PCE in water from a monitor well. Several split samples were collected and sent
to an offsite lab for analysis by thermal desorption GC-MS. Split sample data
shows good correlation with onsite measurements. Results are presented in this
summary.
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Testing: Two FROG-4000 units were calibrated for trichloroethene
and tetrachloroethene. PCE was the contaminant of concern and the
calibration data for that compound is shown in figure 3. At the request of the sponsoring agency, we improved the sensitivity of the
system by removing the injection split and by making a small modification to the material deposited on the preconcentrator. As a result,
we were able to estimate a detection limit of 0.03ppbv for PCE. Both
FROGs were calibrated by preparing standards in air sample bags
using a pressurized gas cylinder whose concentration was certified
by the manufacturer. The calibration data for PCE, its calibration
curve, and correlation are shown in figure 3. We used a linear fit on
for PCE and as seen in figure 3 the fit was excellent.
One of the two systems was used as an unattended continuous monitor. It was placed in a locked cage for the duration of the test (figure

Figure 3: The 3 images above show the raw data, least squares fit,
and calibration curve for PCE. The system was calibrated from
0.1ppbv to 50ppbv with excellent correlation. The correlation coefficient shows an excellent linear fit for the data.
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2). We used the other system to monitor PCE concentrations in
various sub-slab ports, wall ports, and concentrations of PCE in
water drawn from monitor wells. Three 8 hour shifts were established to monitor sub slab and wall port PCE concentrations
for the first week. Thermal desorption tubes were taken during
each shift and sent to an off-site lab.
On the first day of the study, we compared PCE measurements
in the basement with ambient air concentrations taken at the
curb. The curbside concentrations were assumed to be clean air.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the chromatographic location of
PCE on the FROG for three different analyses of air. One can see
a vast difference between the system response at the curb (the
blue trace) versus positive detections of PCE made in the basement (red and green traces). The trace from the curb clearly
shows a blank chromatogram while the other two show strong
peaks for PCE. It is worth noting the large signal size of the chromatographic peaks shown for PCE in figure 3 both of which are
less than 1ppbv. The unattended continuous monitor was left on
location for the entirety of the field exercise. Data from that
system was used to draw comparisons between PCE concentration and meteorological data as well as an attempt to draw a
correlation between radon intrusion and PCE intrusion. The second system was used to compare onsite PCE measurements
with offsite lab data. Split air samples and split water samples
were sent to an offsite lab for comparison. Results from the
FROG-4000 were obtained instantaneously. Defiant received the
offsite data approximately one month after the study.

Figure 4: This graph shows a comparison of the retention time
window of PCE on the FROG-4000. The trace in blue clearly
shows an clean baseline when a measurement is made outside
the house the other two chromatograms, show positive detection of PCE.
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Results: At the beginning of the study, air sample bags with
known concentrations were prepared by Air Toxics and shipped to
Indianapolis. The “as prepared” concentration in the bag was
162ppbv of PCE. The FROG-4000 reported the concentration to be
158ppbv. GCMS analysis of the bag was reported at 78ppbv. The
difference in the measurements could be as simple as calibration
point preparation. Calibration standards for the FROG were prepared in the same way as the bag was prepared. It is more typical
for a GCMS operator to spike a liquid standard into a thermal desorption tube to generate a calibration standard. These two means
of preparation can result in different results and in this case appears to have made a difference. Next, we present two of the split
samples: one low concentration and one high concentration. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the measurements taken by the
FROG-4000 onsite compared with data determined by thermal
desorption GC-MS made by an offsite laboratory. The first thing we
note is that the data acquired by the FROG was acquired onsite in
a 7 minute analysis cycle as compared to one month for the data
to be delivered to Defiant from an offsite lab. In addition, operation of the FROG was largely “hands off”. The user connected the
sampling wand to a sub slab or wall port and pressed the start
button. The chemical name and concentration appeared on the
display in about 7 minutes. The thermal desorption (TD) tubes
were connected to one of the ports and then a 60mL syringe with
a special valve were used to draw several volumes of the syringe
through the TD tube. While not labor intensive, the measurement
on the FROG was typically completed prior to completing sample
collection and storage for the TD tube. Figure 5 shows a compari-
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Figure 6: The offsite laboratory results are shown in orange
and measurements from the FROG-4000 are show in blue.
son of low level concentrations determined by GCMS and the
FROG-4000. The correlation is good, the average reading for the
FROG is 1.3ppbv and the offsite lab average reading is about
1.6ppbv. Figure 6 shows a comparison of larger concentrations.
This data set also shows good correlation. The offsite laboratory
reports an average concentration of 25ppbv and the FROG reports
an average of 19ppbv.
Sample
FROG-4000 Offsite Lab Offsite
Description (µg/L)
(µg/L)
Lab Flag
MW1-B

0.8

0.3

J

MW2-B

ND

0.03

U

MW-3

1.13

0.6

U - Compound not detected and reported as MDL
J - Compound concentration is estimated because detection was between
the lowest calibration standard concentration and the MDL.

Figure 5: The offsite laboratory results are shown in orange and
measurements from the FROG-4000 are show in blue.

The same FROG that was used to sample sub slab ports was also
used to analyze monitor well water samples. The results in the
table above show a comparison between results for ground water analysis collected in the field using the FROG-4000 and offsite
analysis of split samples for those monitor wells. Results here
show the same order of results among the three wells for the
FROG as for the fixed based lab. The FROG results are about two
times higher. However, the concentrations observed are so low
that the difference could be attributed to how little is known
about sample stability at these very low concentrations. In addition, it seems at least possible that at these low concentrations
there could have been some losses in shipping to an offsite lab.
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Results continued: The data collected on the FROG that was used
as an unattended continuous monitor for PCE was plotted against a
variety of environmental and chemical data. The FROG produced a
data point every 7 minutes. The 7 minute cycle time included sample collection, chromatographic analysis, and cool down. The FROG
presented a unique opportunity to correlate short time frame data
like wind speed or pressure readings with high sensitivity rapid
measurements of PCE. The first correlation made was between
measurements of radon gas intrusion made by a commercial radon
detector versus the concentration of PCE measured by the FROG4000. Figure 7 is an overlay of the concentration of PCE (blue data
points) with radon measurements (red data points). While there is
some correlation especially the two large features in the data directly following the marker for 2/20/14, there is only a loose correlation for the rest of the data. Figure 8 however shows a strong correlation between changes in wind speed and changes in the concentration observed for PCE.
Conclusions: Due to its size, weight, sensitivity, and speed of analysis, the FROG is a truly unique GC system. While past studies have
used bench top GC system as continuous monitors for vapor intrusion, none of those systems matched the portability, compactness,
and sensitivity of the FROG-4000. At under 5 lbs, it was simple to
use the FROG in a variety of settings. Thanks to the FROG’s versatility, we were able to quickly change from making vapor phase measurements to making measurements for VOCs in water. In addition
to the opportunity to collect split sample data and test the capability of the FROG as a vapor intrusion monitor, Defiant was also able

Figure 7: The graph above shows an overlay of radon measurements with PCE measurements made by the FROG-4000.
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Figure 8: The graph above shows a comparison of short term
meteorological changes compared with short term measurements of PCE concentration made by the FROG-4000.
to test our software and hardware for use in long term monitoring. Thanks to this test bed, we were able to improve the
software’s long term data collection stability and the test bed
inspired a new feature for the hardware. During the test, the
FROG was connected to a computer to log chromatographic
data. Defiant has since added a feature to the FROG so that it
now continuously cycles and logs chromatographic data on a
micro-SD card by starting the FROG in continuous cycle mode.
Now when the user holds down the FROG’s start button while
powering up the FROG, it will enter the new mode. Once the
user initiates the first analysis, the FROG will operate continuously until power is interrupted. After a data collection event,
the user may import their data into our software for analysis.
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